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full selections from the literature of aesthetic criticism, British, Ameri 

can, French, and German ; the translations from the latter being made 

by the Rev. Dr. Furness. A bibliography of editions of the play and 
of criticism upon it closes the work, and indexes to each volume (that 
of the second volume is erroneously named a Table of Contents) 

are 

given. We can find little fault with this painstaking edition, except 
to say that a key to the abbreviations used in these two volumes is 

lacking; though Mr. Furness had promised, in the preface to his "Mac 

beth," to make the volumes 
" as far as possible independent and com 

plete each in itself." We may add, too, that Mr. Furness's style 

displays sometimes a looseness, as on pages vi, xii of his Preface, that 

is out of keeping with the accurate and scholarly style in which he has 

executed his editorial task ; and we are sorry that he has not repro 

duced the original plot of 
" 

Hamlet 
" 

from Saxo Grammaticus. 

14.?VArt d'?tre Grand-P?re. Par Victor Hugo. Paris: Calmann 

Levy. 1877. 8vo. pp. 323. 

Curiously enough, the essential trait of Victor Hugo's genius is pre 

cisely what popular criticism, British and American, denies to French 

poetry : it is power. M. Hugo is an elemental force in literature : this 

Frenchman and French poet displays the same grandeur and pettiness 

combined, the same 
beauty and extravagance, the same feral roughness 

and magical tenderness, and in the same profuse abundance, that we 

find in the greatest of the great masters of poetry from the beginning. 

Whether we like or dislike Victor Hugo's work, we cannot ignore him ; 

he is not to be put aside any more 
readily than other elemental forces ; 

his writing is the lashing of the wind in the forest, or of the sea upon 
an iron shore, or perhaps his genius suggests rather the power of the 

lion. One who has felt the touch of it will never forget it ; and never, 

indeed, has such impetuous and ardent pressure as that of his poetry 

and prose been brought to bear upon French literary forms sometimes 

falsely called fixed or dead. From Han d'Islande, the despair of the 
critics of 1823, to the present delightful book, the pleasure of both the 

critics and the public, no genius has been in more active or flexible move 

ment than his ; and in these poems its tenderer side appears. They are 

for the most part studies of child-life, and of its reaction upon the writer, 
? of that subtile reflex influence by which the child teaches the parent ; 

and the sketches of the ways and talk of children, quite as delicately 
drawn as anything in Wordsworth's "Sparrow's Nest" or "We are 

Seven," present also strains of humor and of philosophy that were 

beyond the scope of the English poet. The first verses under the head 

ing La Lune, 
? 
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" 
Jeanne songeait, sur l'herbe assise, grave et rose," 

the scene at the menagerie, Ce que dit, le Public, and the little poem 
describing Jeanne en p?nitence, 

" 
Jeanne ?tait sur pain sec dans le cabinet noir," 

are real masterpieces of child-nature, 
? flashes of insight into that world 

which early becomes a 
forgotten world by all but gentle or poetic spirits. 

The childhood that Victor Hugo draws is not the childhood that Words 
worth drew, at least in a thousand external features ; but he seizes the 

internal element in its character, and his studies of its waywardness 
and charm, and particularly of the sentiments of age toward childhood, 
are new things in literature. Their results, as given here, are so abun 

dant, as well as so good, that they give M. Hugo a clear and special title 

to be called the poet of childhood. 

15. ? Charlotte Bront?: A Monograph. By T. Wemyss Re?d. New 
York : Scribner, Armstrong, ? Co. 1877. Square 12mo. pp. 236. 

Mr. Re?d fails to show any other reason for the publication of this 

little book than that it is always pleasant to talk about the Brontes. 
In his Preface and opening chapter, it is true, he conveys the impression 
that he has at his disposal a considerable amount of new material, col 

lected from Charlotte's letters to her nearest friends ; but as the indi 

vidual letters themselves appear in the text, we find that many of them 

have already been in the hands of Mrs. Gaskell, who published other 

parts of them than are here given, or sometimes even left them unused 

altogether, apparently because they had too little importance or individ 

uality 
as compared with those that she selected. Mr. Reid's monograph, 

therefore, only supplements what he himself calls 
" one of the most fas 

cinating and artistic biographies in the English language 
" 

by adding to 
the number, rather than the interest, of the published relics of the 

Brontes, and by giving us his own opinion as to Charlotte's character 

and life. 

Briefly stated, this opinion is that her character has been pictured as 
too "morbid and melancholy," and her life as much too "joyless." 
" 

That during the later years in which this wonderful woman produced 
the works by which she has made her name famous her career was 

clouded by sorrow and oppressed by anguish, both mental and physical, 
is," says Mr. Reid, 

" 
perfectly true.But it is not true that she 

was throughout her whole life the victim of that extreme depression of 

spirits which afflicted her at rare intervals, and which Mrs. Gaskell has 

presented to us with so much vividness and emphasis.Those 
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